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In the Insider’s Perspective section, an insider
in health professions education offers his/her
thoughts, contemplations and advice on readers’
dilemmas or questions. You can send your
questions or dilemmas to lieda.meester@bsl.nl.
And who knows, your question may be the topic of
the next Insider’s Perspective instalment.

Dear insider, I have just finished my PhD and I want
to continue in the field of HPE research. Now my
professor tells me to develop a clear and recognizable
program of research. I need to have a clear career
topic, she says. Should I work on a program of re-
search or can I be more opportunistic in my selection
of questions to explore?

There are several ways to think about what it means
to engage in a program of research. How you choose
to frame the notion of “programmatic” will affect how
you think about the place of opportunistic research
in your career. There are indeed some researchers
in health professions education who pick a specific
topic area and spend the majority of their research
time in that area. Some of these individuals focus on
a more conceptual issue, such as the nature of ex-
pertise in clinical diagnosis and management. Oth-
ers focus on more concrete problems, such as the
development and refinement of a particular educa-
tional innovation or assessment tool. Still others find
a space that is somewhere in between, such as ex-
ploring the nature of entrustment decisions and how
to record them (which encompasses both conceptual
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and practical questions). Yet even these highly fo-
cused individuals are likely to stray into other areas
of research occasionally, for any number of reasons.
Their side forays may be because their job description
includes a certain amount of support for others who
are hoping to conduct research, even if it is not di-
rectly in the researcher’s core topic area. Or it may
result from chance opportunities a researcher feels
cannot be passed up (one colleague of mine describes
occasionally joining research projects because she is
excited to work with members of the research team
regardless of the particular topic). Because of their
deep commitment to some core research area, these
focused researchers may draw the distinction between
“their” programmatic research (which they actively
pursue) and the “other” research activities they en-
gage in opportunistically. Thus, they may try to ac-
tively limit the amount of opportunistic research they
engage in and keep as much focus as possible on their
own research program (an approach that your super-
visor seems to be recommending).

My own approach to research has tended to blur the
boundaries between programmatic and opportunistic
research. There are certain themes that run through
my work, but each of those themes arose opportunis-
tically because of my work with others. And each
moves forward because a new individual comes to me
with an interest in the area and a new perspective on
the issue. As an example, “my” self-assessment work
began many years ago during a casual walk with a psy-
chiatry resident who, when I asked him what scholarly
area he was interested in, said that he wanted to im-
prove students’ self-assessment. The ensuing conver-
sation led us to start to wonder what self-assessment
really was, and what it was for. This became the topic
for his Master’s thesis, as he developed a new model
of self-assessment (something he called the relative
ranking model). After a few studies supporting that
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research program, he moved in different directions.
So that area of “my” research lay fallow for a few years
until a junior colleague started working in the area and
approached me to collaborate with him. This new col-
laborator led several studies that developed the idea
of self-monitoring as a more sensible conceptualiza-
tion of how clinicians stay safe in practice. During
that time, a surgeon colleague was showing interest in
understanding the notion of safe practice in surgery,
which led to my supporting her PhD thesis exploring
self-monitoring in everyday practice (what she called
“slowing down when you should”). For me, that area
of research has now morphed into explorations of the
role of the “self” in feedback because of the interests
of other students and collaborators. I could tell sim-
ilar stories about my research themes around OSCE
measures, workplace-based assessment, professional
identity construction, or expertise in clinical reason-
ing. I did not actively pursue any of these areas as
“my research”, but when opportunities arose, I was
happy to marry the person’s interests with something
I had been thinking about. And I only started think-
ing about that particular area because someone had
initially approached me with an interesting problem
they wanted to explore. So perhaps the best descrip-
tion of my own research style is that I have a program-
matic approach to addressing the practical problems
of education that arise opportunistically through my
interactions with others.

However, there is also a deeper level of “program-
matic” coherence across all my research enterprises:
the consistent set of conceptual lenses that I bring
to whatever I am working on. I think each of us (or
at least most of us) develop our own set of lenses
through our disciplinary training. We inherit them, in
part, from our mentors and supervisors and, in part,
from those we choose to read and follow in the lit-
erature. These lenses define the ways in which we
tend to frame the world (and its problems). It shapes
our ways of interpreting situations, the sorts of ques-
tions we naturally ask and, therefore, the sorts of an-
swers we can find. Thus, our conceptual lenses po-
sition us relative to others in the field. My own roots
are in cognitive psychology, and all the research ques-
tions that I develop have this cognitivist framing. So
regardless of topic, my focus is always on the indi-
vidual—how people develop an understanding of the
world around them and how that understanding af-
fects their decisions and ways of acting in the world.
Others, of course, bring their own lenses: sociology,
rhetoric, psychometrics, population sciences, imple-
mentation sciences, or critical theory (to name just
a few).

These conceptual lenses offer another way of think-
ing about your “program” of research. The specific
problems you address may change fairly regularly (be-
cause of the various opportunities that arise) but the
lenses you apply to them (the way you frame them
and explore them), will be more constant (although

these too might evolve with time). By way of analogy,
I liken my research approach and my resulting col-
laborative publication record to islands in an ocean.
Each collaborator I work with can legitimately claim
ownership of the island we are co-constructing (the
particular topic or question). But if one looks at all
these islands from 10,000 metres up, it becomes clear
that they form an archipelago. My contribution to the
work is not just the building of the island, but the con-
ceptual and methodological landmass that sits under
the water on which each of the islands are built. If
a person’s work is too far away from the archipelago,
then it takes a much greater amount of foundational
work (pouring material onto the ocean floor) before
the island itself (the study) can take shape. But if I can
negotiate the person close to my landmass, then it
more easily supports the development of the person’s
island and it extends my archipelago.

For many of us who come to the field of health pro-
fessions education from a discipline-based PhD train-
ing program, we have never had to explicitly define
the shape of that landmass, nor think about how it
might effectively support HPE types of islands. It is for
this reason that I often recommend to those entering
the field that they spend some time writing their own
manifesto in order to help them develop a clear under-
standing for themselves and others what perspective
they bring to the field, what their perspective allows
them to uniquely see, and how that new insight might
help others in the field address the problems they are
grappling with. This helps others understand and ap-
preciate the 10,000 metre view of your archipelago
(the coherence of your CV, even if it might look like
a random collection of topics on the ground). And it
helps you make rational choices about what to collab-
orate on (or how to make a collaboration meaningful
if choice is not an option). This manifesto is gener-
ally not easy to write and can sometimes take up to
a year or two, because it is not just a matter of stat-
ing who you are but shaping it in a way that makes
sense (and sounds relevant) to an eclectic audience of
disciplinarians and practitioners with differing back-
grounds, goals and lenses of their own. The point is
not to teach others your perspective, but to show them
the power of what that perspective can reveal. But if
done well, such a document can become the written
manifestation of your landmass, and the foundation
on which you can co-construct a set of islands pro-
grammatically.

So going back to the original question, there is no
right answer on how to be successful in HPE research.
You can pick a topic area and focus much of your
energy on it. Or you can move through the research
space more eclectically, finding intriguing problems
through your engagement with interesting people.
But regardless of which approach you choose, if you
wish to contribute well, it does seem sensible that
you be reflective about your own ways of thinking
about problems and asking questions, and strategi-
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cally leverage that positionality in a programmatic
way.

Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Com-
mons Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits
use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in
anymedium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit
to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to
the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were

made. The images or other third party material in this article
are included in the article’sCreativeCommons licence, unless
indicated otherwise in a credit line to thematerial. If material
is not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and
your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or
exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permis-
sion directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this
licence, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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